Looking for a Speaker?
Ed Dickinson, “ The Speaker of Renown ”, was accredited as a
Professional Speaker by the National Speakers Association of
Australia, and is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Training
and Development,
a Paul Harris Fellow of
Rotary
International, the author of two books, a professional emcee, the
producer of a tape and a CD on speaking skills, and a former
Victorian President & Secretary of Australian Rostrum (Victoria)
Inc. He is a member of the National Trust, the RACV Club, the
WellSpring Centre, and an associate member of the Graduate
Union of Melbourne University.

Ed Dickinson offers three keynote addresses to enhance the skills of your
members: [Approximate time of presentation: 45 – 40 minutes]
A
The Secrets of Selling Yourself
B
Achieving by Doing
C
The Power of telling Stories

Why not call him now and book him to address your group?
Also, as a qualified Professional Trainer, Ed Dickinson offers organisations the
following half hour tutorials on how to:




















Plan, prepare, and present a simple speech without the use of notes
Structure a speech on one topic more than 50 different ways
Control nerves when called on to speak in public
Care for the voice and improve its timbre
Create word pictures in the minds of the listeners in the audience
Ask meaningful questions
Be able to select the right job applicant through good interviewing skills
Answer questions with confidence and authority
Project the right image when being interviewed
Understand body language, and use gesture when speaking
Be convincing debaters
Be a humourous speaker
Develop memory aids
Use a Public Address System
Read aloud to an audience (and maintain 80% eye contact with the audience)
Use visual aids
Make impromptu and short notice speeches.
Be a good listener
Pace your presentation to sell your message, and not overstep the time
allowed. (The true skill of oratory.)
Ed. F. Dickinson, FAITD.
Telephone (03) 9808 2710. Email edcom@connexus.net.au
Presentations for non-profit organisations are made without charge.

